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Authorized Summary to BESA exper6t opinion „CELL“  company IPC Europe UG 

 

Authorized Summary  
To the project P50 1.3.2 for the  

Test object „Cell“ 

The BESA tests carried out by IFVBESA on the bio-energy-informative and physical effectiveness of 

the test object "Cell" have clearly shown that "Cell" is able to neutralize biologically significant 

stress factors from EMSF especially 5G, as presented in the project, in the meridians or at the 

acupuncture points of the test person through its protective effect. Via the bioenergetic system 

analysis, the effect of the above mentioned stress factors on the test person, his meridian system 

and his energy-informative- biological control circuits was questioned and systemically tested on 

the bio-energy-informative level. The BESA tests BEFORE - AFTER show significant changes at the 

tested acupuncture points on the meridian system of the test person. The measurement data as 

well as their key figures impressively confirm on the one hand the stresses that occur on the human 

organism, and on the other hand clarify how the protective factors unfold and the deregulating 

energies are transformed into body-immanent and biocompatible energies through the application 

of the test object "Cell“. 
 

result:   

The test subjects were brought into contact with heavy EMSF during the BESA AFTER testing. In 

contrast to the BEFORE testing, in which the test object was not used, positive measurement 

results were found throughout, indicating that neutralization of the energy-informative system had 

taken place. The regulation dynamics developed into an optimal effective range through the 

application of both technologies. 
 

The following positive changes could be proven in a before-after test on the human organism 

(metabolism). 
 

− magnetic field disturbances in the environment of mobile radio devices in the transmission 

mode of 5G 

− technical (electromagnetic) interference fields caused by the operation of mobile phone 

masts (cars)  

− technical interference fields caused by W-Lan, GPS, induction radiation and other technical 

office equipment 

− technical interference fields from various power lines and electrical consumers could be 

neutralized or transformed into the positive biological energy for the organism. 
 

 

By demonstrating the bio-energy informative effectiveness of the test object "Cell" 

in this overall project P50 1.3.2, the requirements for obtaining a BESA seal of 

approval were upgraded from 3 to 5 stars by the International Professional 

Association for BESA. 
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